CUSTOM WHEELIE BAR NET MEASUREMENT

IMPORTANT MEASUREMENT NOTES:

1. Length:
   a) On a dragster, measure the center line dimension from where wheelie bar attaches to the vehicle to the end of the tubes before the wheelie bar wheels.
   b) On a car with a body, add (1) foot of length under the vehicle beyond the lower edge of the body.

2. Width Top: Measure width of inside tube dimensions at top of the wheelie bar.

3. Width Bottom: Measure width of inside tube dimensions at bottom (end with wheels) of the wheelie bar.
   • Be sure to indicate which measurement is top and bottom
   • Standard net openings are 4” to 5” unless requested otherwise.
   • Wheelie bar nets do not require SFI Certification, but periodic inspection is recommended to ensure that the webbing has not separated or has been damaged.
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